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InstaForex Loprais Team - Official participant of the Dakar rally
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About InstaForex






This section features the most important information about trading with InstaForex. We provide both analysis from leading experts for experienced traders and articles on trading conditions for beginners. Our services will help increase your profit potential.
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Instant Account Opening

	
Account Verification

	
Make a deposit
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Dividend calculator

	
Trader calculator









Trading Conditions


	Trading Platform

	Account Types

	Trading Instruments

	InstaForex on your mobile

	InstaForex Bonuses

	Web Trading Platform

	Segregated accounts

	VPS hosting

	IPO trading

	Stocks for crypto









Forex Analytics


	Chief Strategist

	Analytical Reviews
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	Holidays worldwide

	Video analytics

	InstaForex TV

	Trading Sessions

	News in pictures









Charts
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	AUDUSD

	EURJPY
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	#Ripple











This section is designed for those who are just starting their trading journey. InstaForex educational and analytical materials will meet your training needs. Our experts' recommendations will make your first steps to trading success simple and clear.





Start as Beginner
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Trading Platform
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Useful information










InstaForex innovative services are an essential element of productive investment. We strive to provide our clients with advanced technical capabilities and make their trading routine comfortable as we are recognized as the best broker in this regard.





Become Investor













PAMM System


	TOP 5

	Monitoring

	Registration









ForexCopy System


	TOP 5

	Monitoring
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Passive investments


	OYS account











Partnership with InstaForex is beneficial and top-tier. Join our affiliate programs and enjoy bonuses, partner rewards, and the possibility to travel with the team of the world-renowned brand.





Become Partner
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This section contains the most lucrative offers from InstaForex. Receive bonuses when topping up an account, compete with other traders, and get real prizes even when trading in a demo account.





All Promo Campaigns













Bonuses


	100% Bonus

	55% Bonus

	30% Bonus

	Club Bonus









Contests


	Grand Choice Contest by InstaForex

	Sniper

	Lucky Trader

	Chancy Deposit

	Real Scalping

	Great Race

	FX-1 Rally

	Miss InstaForex 2024

	Free Devices









Events


	Trading On Top

	InstaForex Airplane

	InstaForex Balloon

	7,000,000 Clients

	Interactive calendar











Holidays with InstaForex are not only pleasant but also useful. We offer a one-stop portal, numerous forums, and corporate blogs, where traders can exchange experiences and become successfully integrated into the Forex community.
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We are in social networks








Forex humour








Forex Portal










InstaForex is an international brand created in 2007. The company provides services for online FX trading and is recognized as one of the world's leading brokers. We have won the trust of more than 7,000,000 retail traders, who have already appreciated our reliability and focus on innovations.
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InstaForex Loprais Team - Official participant of the Dakar rally
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Unlock your 
investment potential!


Yuliya Efimova


4-time Olympic athlete 
 3-time Olympic Medalist in 2012 and 2016














Participate in the contest








	




Grand Choice Contest by InstaForex

InstaForex always strives to help you fulfill your biggest dreams.












Participate in the contest








	




InstaForex — official partner of Dragon Racing

The future is coming — InstaForex and Dragon Racing














Become part of our team








	




Viswanathan Anand — The brand ambassador of InstaForex!

XVth World Chess Champion














Become part of our team








	




InstaForex Loprais Team — Official participant of the Dakar rally

Be always the first with InstaForex Loprais Team!














Become part of our team
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Ales Loprais

The annual participant of the legendary Dakar Rally

InstaForex Stars








InstaForex - the number one broker in Latin America 


 in accordance with "Best Broker 2022 in Latin America" award by the financial publication International Business Magazine. 
Universal trading tools for money management on Forex trade












Open trading account





Open Demo account








Download MetaTrader forex trading platform
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Yuliya Efimova

Three-time Olympic Medalist in 2012 and 2016

InstaForex Stars














	



EURUSD 


1.2369

1.2366


	



GBPUSD 


1.395

1.3947


	



USDJPY 


108.74

108.71


	



USDCHF 


0.932

0.9317


	



USDCAD 


1.2547

1.2544


	



EURJPY 


134.44

134.41


	



EURCHF 


1.1523

1.152


	



GBPJPY 


151.66

151.59


	



GBPCHF 


1.3

1.2993


	



GOLD 


1345.84

1345.24


	



SILVER 


16.96

16.92


	



#MSFT 


240.21

240.19


	



#AMZN 


97.24

97.12


	



EURGBP 


0.8868

0.8865


	



AUDUSD 


0.787

0.7867


	



AUDCAD 


0.9873

0.9863


	



#AA 


48.48

48.45


	



#AAPL 


156.54

156.46
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Profit from price fluctuations



















InstaForex - the number one broker in Latin America 

in accordance with "Best Broker 2022 in Latin America" award by the financial publication International Business Magazine
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Trading course

Beginner



You made up your mind to become a trader but you don’t know where to start? The answer is simple: learn how to trade with a demo account!
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Demo accounts available from 5,000 up to 1,500,000 USD
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Promo campaigns for demo accounts
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High-quality analytics put in a simple way
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Unique "Forex signals" app
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Individual online training
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Customer support 24/7





Open demo account
Open demo account





Non-stop trading

Trader



After learning the basics, you can try your hand at trading on a live account. You can limit the risks by choosing trading volumes acceptable for you.
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Over 300 trading instruments
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Forex, CFDs, indices, futures, and crypto available for trading
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Leverage from 1:1 up to 1:1000
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Swap-free accounts
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Top up your account without a commission
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Customer support 24/7





Open trading account
Open trading account





Passive Income

Investor



The PAMM system and ForexCopy are the unique services that enable you to invest in professional traders with up to 1,000% return a year.
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Monitor account in real time
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Be in full control with the Client Area
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Copy trades without trading platform
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Flexible payment scheme for copying trades
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Automatic refund
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Instant notifications





Become an investor
Become an investor
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InstaForex Bonuses

InstaForex offers its clients the widest range of bonuses









Club bonus

In addition to the 30% bonus for every replenishment, all InstaForex Club card holders enjoy privileges such as bonus specials. Their size depends on deposits and withdrawals from an account. The maximum bonus available to InstaForex Club card owners is 40%. 
 


Get bonus







30% Bonus

You can make use of this bonus every time you deposit your trading account. The amount of the 30% bonus is unlimited. The bonus is credited to every deposit no matter how much you have earned or lost in previous deals. It enables traders to increase the amount of a deal.
 


Get bonus







55% Bonus

The 55% bonus is awarded for every replenishment of your trading account. The maximum amount is unlimited. The bonus is valid for every deposit no matter how much you have earned or lost in previous deals. The 55% bonus enables traders to make larger deals on Forex.
 


Get bonus






All bonuses 










	




1.000.000$


The prize fund
of InstaForex contests
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7.000.000


InstaForex customers
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Forex Community
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Corporate blogs
Forex portal
Forums
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Open trading account
Open demo account
Trading platforms
How to start trading





	




InstaForex
TV

Full-fledged
Forex TV
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For beginners

Maximum
speed of learning
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Forex News
Economic calendar
Geography with InstaForex
Video interviews
TV Events
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Forex learning course
Video course
Video tutorials





	




Forex
Services

A maximum number
 of Forex services
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For beginners

Maximum
speed of learning
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ForexCopy System
InstaForex WebTrader platform
PAMM System
Free VPS hosting service
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Forex learning course
Video course
Video tutorials





	




Media Center
InstaForex

Hot news
every day
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Forex
Analytics

A wide range
of analytical rubrics
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Popular topics:
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Photonews
Market News
Forex Calendar
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Video analytics
Pattern Graphix
Subscribe to Analytics newsletters
Analytics in Telegram





	




Team of
Analysts

Actual reviews
every day
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A team of Stars

With us only
the best
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InstaForex team
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Team at work
 







Projects of InstaForex
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Promo projects
InstaSport
Social projects





	




InstaForex
client

Advantages
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InstaForex
partner

Advantages
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InstaForex Client
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Become a trader
Сlient cabinet
Trading conditions







InstaForex Partner
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Become a partner
Partner cabinet
Ways to attract














Your formula for success with InstaForex




Solution from the world's leading developer of forex trading platforms — MetaTrader 4





Trading facilitated through the largest counteragents providing direct access to the currency market





24/7 high-quality support





Comments and video analytics from professionals





More than 250 representative offices worldwide





Wide range of depositing options





Technical safety of trading accounts at the bank level





10 Trading servers (USA, UK, EU, Singapore, Hong Kong)





Best trading conditions from InstaForex




107 currency instruments





83 CFDs on US stocks





Contracts on gold and silver





CFDs on futures





Trading leverage from 1:1 to 1:1000





Cent accounts available





Access to swap-free accounts
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Contests and campaigns from InstaForex
for all traders:
From newbies to professional



The company's prize pool is
USD 1,000,000
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Segregated accounts


For deposit over USD 50,000
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InstaForex — the number one broker in Latin America 

The trading conditions offered by InstaForex are universal tools for money management on Forex trade. The priority of InstaForex international broker is rendering high-grade investment services aimed at deriving profit from operating on the worldwide financial markets.

InstaForex clients use cutting-edge technologies in online trading.







The best crypto broker 2022








Best Customer Service Broker 2022








Best Broker 2022 in Latin America








Best Affiliate Program 2022







See all awards
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Try it now

The Demo account serves an educational function; in fact its deposit consists of virtual funds, and it enables a trader to practice trading and gain professional skills without risking any real money. When forex trading on a demo account, both profit and loss will be virtual, whereas trading experience is remarkably similar to real-life conditions. However, you can earn on a demo account by taking part in InstaForex contests and getting real prize money to a live forex trading account. Each step of opening a demo account is comprehensively described in this section.












Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
British Virgin Islands
Brunei
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Costa Rica
Cote D'ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Falkland Islands
Faroe Islands
Fiji
Finland
France
French Guiana
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Kosovo
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Laos
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macao
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
North Korea
North Macedonia
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Palestine
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Rwanda
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent And The Grenadine
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Vietnam
Wallis and Futuna
Western Samoa
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe





Open Demo Account



Open trading account




I agree with the Public Offer
I agree with the Public Offer



Download MetaTrader forex trading platform










Your live account is opened.

Your Demo account has been opened.


Account:






Password:






Trader password:






Investor password:






Server:






Server:

67.228.75.131:443 (InstaForex-1Demo.com)




Go to Сlient Cabinet


Your password has been also sent to the provided email address. Note that your password and login will work with MetaTrader 4 only.

Your login and password have been sent to your email address. Note that your password and login will work with MetaTrader 4 only.



Download MetaTrader




Close














Always at hand:








Advisors








Charts








Analytics








Calendar








Video tutorials









Ekaterina Stikhina,
InstaForex TV Director












Forex analytics

Daily forex market reviews, trading plan, video analytics, analytical predictions from the leading experts of the currency markets




Type of analysis 


video analytics



	

Fundamental analysis 

	

Fractal analysis 

	

Wave analysis 

	

Technical analysis 

	

Review 

	

Forecast 

	

Stock Markets 

	

Candlestick analysis 

	

Ichimoku Indicator 

	

Hot forecast 

	

Trading plan 

	

Crypto-currencies 

	

News 

	

Trend line 

	

Video analytics 







Instrument 


#usdx



	

EURUSD 

	

GBPUSD 

	

USDCHF 

	

USDCAD 

	

USDJPY 

	

AUDUSD 

	

GBPJPY 

	

EURGBP 

	

EURJPY 

	

NZDUSD 

	

EURNZD 

	

Silver 

	

Gold 

	

#USDX 

	

COVID-19 
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Fundamental analysis 


 ECB meeting looms: what to expect








Author: Jakub Novak

15:01 2024-04-09 UTC+2

1735
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Technical analysis 


Forex forecast 04/09/2024: EUR/USD, GBP/USD, Oil and Bitcoin from Sebastian Seliga








Author: Sebastian Seliga

13:13 2024-04-09 UTC+2

2290
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Technical analysis 


Video market update for April 09, 2024








Author: Petar Jacimovic

12:37 2024-04-09 UTC+2

1825













Show more analytics




Email subscription 

Analytics in Telegram 
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Trading instruments

Best instruments for successful online trading on Forex market















MetaTrader Platform 












Trader Calculator 












Live analysis 












Forex indicators 












WebTrader 












Forex Demo account 












Trading Instruments 
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Best services from InstaForex

Unique opportunity to apply the most innovative forex trading solutions

















PAMM System

Successful investments

















Forex Copy

Copy trading

















WebTrader

Trading advisor
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Information support from InstaForex

Analytical materials — indispensable tool for efficient trading on Forex market
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Fundamental analysis 


 ECB meeting looms: what to expect








Author: Jakub Novak

15:01 2024-04-09 UTC+2

1735
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Technical analysis 


Forex forecast 04/09/2024: EUR/USD, GBP/USD, Oil and Bitcoin from Sebastian Seliga








Author: Sebastian Seliga

13:13 2024-04-09 UTC+2

2290
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Technical analysis 


Video market update for April 09, 2024








Author: Petar Jacimovic

12:37 2024-04-09 UTC+2

1825













All analytics









	
Company News


	
Forex News


	
Photonews


	
Video analytics


	
Caricatures











Company News














Forex News














Photonews














Caricatures














Video analytics
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Economic calendar
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Forex calendar 


Day
Current week
Next week



(UTC -12)
(UTC -11)
(UTC -10)
(UTC -9)
(UTC -8)
(UTC -7)
(UTC -6)
(UTC -5)
(UTC -4)
(UTC -3)
(UTC -2)
(UTC -1)
(UTC 0)
(UTC +1)
(UTC +2)
(UTC +3)
(UTC +4)
(UTC +5)
(UTC +6)
(UTC +7)
(UTC +8)
(UTC +9)
(UTC +10)
(UTC +11)
(UTC +12)







Importance











Any













Low













Medium













High






Country








Australia










Eurozone










USA










Canada










New Zealand










Switzerland










Italy










Russia










Sweden










France










China










Belgium










Greece










Mexico










Spain










Hungary










Japan










Germany










Great Britain










 Reset all the filters
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Go to calendar page
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Instaforex TV

Actual news, analytical video reviews, interviews and reports








	
TV news


	
TV calendar and reviews


	
Events


	
Geography with InstaForex


	
Forex TV Information


	
Video analysis


















Company News














TV calendar and reviews














Events














Geography with InstaForex














Interviews with famous people from InstaForex
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Contests by InstaForex

Unique opportunity to apply the most innovative forex trading solutions









Real accounts
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Grand Choice Contest by InstaForex

Main prize your choice
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Miss InstaForex

Prize pool 45 000 USD
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Chancy Deposit

Prize pool 50 000 USD
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Trade Wise, Win Device

Main prize iPad, iPhone, Galaxy Tab, Samsung






Demo accounts
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Great Race

Prize pool 55 000 USD
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Sniper

Prize pool 1 500 USD





[image: FX-1 Rally]

FX-1 Rally

Prize pool 1 500 USD





[image: Lucky Trader]

Lucky Trader

Prize pool 3 000 USD
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Real Scalping

Prize pool 6 000 USD








All contests







	

Free devices 


	

FX-1 Rally 


	

Sniper 


	

Lucky Trader 


	

Great Race 


	

Scalping 
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Reviews by InstaForex traders

The most important success indicator of InstaForex is its customer base consisting of more than 7 000 000 traders in 80 countries
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Yury Romanovich, Engineer


InstaForex has always been involved in teaching its clients. There are always excellent webinars and reviews by InstaForex analysts on the website. I am going to keep on cooperating with InstaForex.
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Aleksandr Misnik Ukraine. Programmer


I am completely satisfied with the services provided by InstaForex Company. The trading platform performs correctly; both opening and closing orders are executed immediately. I’ve been trading with InstaForex Company since July 2012. I’ve done a training course which helped me a lot with my trade on the Forex market. Whatever problems I had, I could always rely on the company’s professional support and prompt assistance.
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Andars Lazo, Bulgaria. Technologist


As everywhere, in trading it is always necessary to improve yourself. If you want to earn steadily on Forex - look for new ways of getting skills and knowledge. InstaForex - is the company investing in its clients. It runs educational courses and open seminars, provides the traders with a wide library of education materials and video-lessons. I'm a participant of InstaForex education projects, I actively communicate with other traders on MT5.com forum.
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Sergey Gorbachev, Trader


I’ve worked with InstaForex since 2013. The company leaves a very good impression. Any time I have a problem, the company’s team provides me with the most professional support. I look on InstaForex as the best broker, because it offers excellent products and handy services on the financial market.
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Yury Kladukov, Trader


I was right to choose InstaForex when I came on the financial market as a trader. I consider regular webinars as very helpful. InstaForex personnel and technical support service are really friendly.
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Nina Chadova, Kazakhstan. Trader


I have been working with InstaForex since 2012. This year I took an educational course. I'd like to note that the company's managers regard educational courses seriously and attentively; they try to explain every aspect and organize individual lessons. The company arranges regularly a lot of contests, there are benefits and bonuses. I like to be with InstaForex Kazakhstan.
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Oleg Osiptsev, Russia. Research Officer


In my opinion, it is no wonder that InstaForex takes the leading positions by a range of its current characteristics. None of brokers offers such generous bonuses and contests. I regularly take part in the company's contests - this is a great opportunity to practice, try new strategies and instruments without risks and with a possibility to get a good sum of money to your account in case of winning. I advise to take part in rebate projects by InstaForex allowing to return the part of spread. I have been trading with InstaForex for 3 years already because it is beneficial and reliable.
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Aleksey, Trader


I’d like to emphasize the great functionality of Client Cabinet, the smoothly running PAMM and ForexCopy systems, the best affiliate program, and 24-hour online support.
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Andrey Bondarev, Trader


I’ve been cooperating with InstaForex since 2013. I started trading on a real account, and it was successful. I always get immediate assistance in case I have any questions about my account or trading platform. There is a lot of useful information on the company’s website.
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Adams Peters, Latvia. Marketing Manager


I have got a very pleasant impression from the company. A wide choice of trading instruments, non-standard lot of $10,000, high speed of orders execution - that's what I appreciate in InstaForex. In addition to that, there is a good analytics on the website, InstaTV, RSS-feeds. All these services together with many others from InstaForex save time and allow organizing the work with maximal comfort and effectiveness. That is of high importance for trading. And certainly, I should mention the technical support of the company's employees. A couple of times there were some issues, I called, and very polite and competent ladies answered me helping to handle all challenges fast. It's great when you can rely on help at any time.
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Jurijs Petrakovs, Trader


My work with InstaForex began in 2008. I appreciate that InstaForex keeps up-to-date to provide its traders with the best services such as mobile apps and transferring money between trading accounts. The company has very good products and offers for web-designers. InstaForex is indeed the only company providing quotes API, news, statistics on opened trades, and other services for free. This is a very great advantage. They always provide friendly assistance on any problem you have. The company gives a bunch of opportunities for your professional growth as a trader, the rest depends only on you.
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Konstantin Geronimus, Ukraine. Trader


I’ve started trading on Forex with InstaForex recently. But I’ve already evaluated the quality and comfort of its services. Instant execution, low spread and support of high quality are the main features. I’ve been trading for more than a year in total. I prefer medium-term trading and the company’s trading terms allow me to leave my positions open for a long time. I really like 13% interest rate - every bit counts, isn’t it? Thank you.
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Roman Novotny, from Bratislava. Trader


What I like the most is partnership program. I also think that several withdrawal and deposit options is a big advantage for traders.
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Yvonne Chiu, Taiwan. Hotel Clerk 


Impressions from cooperating with InstaForex are exclusively favorable. A perfect service and reliable capital protection, beneficial offers, fast trades execution, perfect support service - by these and other parameters I do not see any rivals for InstaForex. Recently, I have tried to work in the PAMM-system. I've easily found an experienced trader with high profit level and invested funds in his account. The invested money brought a great profit! PAMM-system by InstaForex differs by its convenience and effectiveness. I hope to rise to a managing trader someday with InstaForex!
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Chen Yan, China. Development Manager


To my mind, InstaForex Company is really one of the best brokers in Asia. I like the website where you can find everything the broker offers. In details about each service, a lot of useful information about the company, what makes it tick. And the partnership program sections, technical support, forums are sorted over separate websites. And it becomes clear what the scale of the done work was. It means that people do their job, the company develops. As for me, a well-set permanently up-dated website is the best proof of company's attitude to its clients and brokerage services quality. The most sections of InstaForex website are modernized constantly. There are even a few RSS-feeds that is self-explanatory.
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Sergey Usanov Ukraine. System Administrator


I started trading on Forex in summer 2011. InstaForex Company was my first broker to guide me in the currency market. I was very pleased with the attitude of its staff and their in-depth answers to all my questions. What is more, I was nicely surprised by the immediate execution of orders, withdrawals and deposits. InstaForex Company also provides an opportunity to take part in webinars on any topic you’re interested in. While communicating with other traders and discussing different questions, I can develop my trading skills and keep in touch with people with the same interests. A huge advantage is the chance to participate in exhibitions with various seminars providing not only first-hand information but also active learning and development.
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Vasiliy Lutzak, Ukraine. Trader


I’m Vasiliy Lutzak. I’ve been working as a trader cooperating with InstaForex for over three years. In the meantime, InstaForex showed itself to good advantage. For example, I really like nice bonuses on trading accounts that the company makes available to its clients. Besides, I approve interesting contests. I’d like to wish InstaForex prosperity and long years of successful performance.
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Andrey Dyadin Ukraine, entrepreneur


I have been trading with InstaForex for 18 months. The broker knocked me down by the speed of orders’ execution, i.e. by the lack of slippages. Of course, there occur negligible lags, but only on the crazy market. The funds are deposited and withdrawn very fast; all questions are solved instantly as well. Moreover, I would love to mention that education in InstaForex taught me much and I liked the tutor Vitamir, who is the partner of the company. His courses helped me to learn the secrets of trading, and InstaForex Company allowed to apply the received knowledge in practice. I love to take part in the campaigns held by the company. The fact that they are carried out professionally and transparently is the example of qualitative and honest contests’ arrangements.
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Nauris Vasjurins, Latvia. Trader


My name is Nauris Vasjurins. My friends told me about InstaForex. I like competitive spreads, the possibility to open swap-free accounts, and ForexCopy system.
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Sergey Krupenko, Ukraine. Entrepreneur


I want to share my opinion regarding InstaForex Company. For a few years of my experience on currency market I changed about 10 different dealing centers. Some of them had profitable conditions for trading, others executed orders very fast, but none of them owned all features for full-scale and stable trade (judging by functionality and possibility to withdraw your profit with no problems). Until I found out about InstaForex I was looking for hidden rocks always, which as a rule, every dealing center has. And to my great surprise I did not find any minuses. The trading conditions, the fast reaction of support service, bonuses, privileges, and what is most significant - trust of numerous traders gained for years, all this makes this broker number one. Finally, I finished my searches and now I am with InstaForex.
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Peter Gabas, from Nitra. Trader


I like InstaForex cause its allowed leverage is up to 1:1000. Also, it's perfect that you don't need a big deposit for trading and the minimum is 1 USD. It's great that you can have several accounts as well!
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Sergey Yatzrota, Ukraine. Trader


I’ve started my cooperation with InstaForex recently. I was interested in educational materials that InstaForex provides to all novice traders on the forex market. Moreover, the company suggests good credit terms. The exhibition ShowFx World enables new traders to extend their capabilities and also get to know the experience of long-term customers. Such events prove the company’s market leadership. 
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Mukhtar Tulepenbergenov, Kazakhstan. Trader


I have been working with InstaForex Company since 2010. I am very satisfied with the services and conditions for trading. I am very pleased with bonuses.
Moreover, InstaForex Company provides various contests on demo accounts to its clients. Such contests give a chance to start trading on Forex without deposits.
Withdrawals and deposits work perfectly. I use InstaForex card and withdraw money and I cannot complain. I wish InstaForex Company a flourishing business and big growth.
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Ruslan Tarasenko, Ukraine. Consultant in Geo-informational systems


InstaForex surprises by its innovative approach. The warmth of attitude to each trader, ability to react fast to the questions which arise, rapid development of additional services inevitably puts the company to the leader line on Forex market. Today InstaForex is ahead of many brokers on the trading services market. Moreover, it is oriented to the market of CIS countries what is most agreeable to me, and what allows to name InstaForex one among few.
I can be really very emotional giving my attitude towards the company, but this only underlines the ability of the company to impress.
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MOHABI SINGAPORE. TRADER


I have been working with InstaForex about a year and I can say only good things about this broker that proved to be reliable. Most of all I like that, despite my poor English it is very easy to talk to the employees of technical support, as they always maintain respectful communication. InstaForex is an open company that provides the comprehensive information to everyone: you can simply visit the official website. Also you can find a lot of educational materials on the site as, for example, video lessons on working with the terminal. I am a gambler and that is why I like InstaForex contests very much as I can win a monetary reward.
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Darico Baiarstanova, Kazakhstan. Trader


I have been working with InstaForex for about a year. I got to know about the company through the commercial in Econom newspaper. I decided to visit introductory lecture and opened a trading account. I liked coherent and collaborative work of the office. I would like to point at speedy execution of orders and a very good customer support service, as well as perfect system of welcome bonuses and convenience at work with website. To be honest, I have not worked seriously on Forex, but now after ShowfxWorld exhibition I am sure that work with InstaForex will be a top priority for me and it will help me to reach success and prosperity. I would like the company would organize club days more often.
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Steven Krejci, Republic of South Africa. Engineer


I think that broker company and its friendly team know their business. I like the service. Very civilized and attentive personnel ready to help any time. By Internet or by phone - they will always listen to you, explain everything in details and tackle your problem. And you can also order a free call to your phone and at a specified time the operator will call you back, go into question and help to solve it. Well to my mind, InstaForex offers quite good conditions for trading. Besides, the website design is very nice too. Everything is simple and comprehensible. That is why I like working with InstaForex Company.
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Medet Mezbaev, Kazakhstan. Trader


I have been trading on Forex for nearly two years. I like working and to be independent, that is why I chose Forex.
I had changed several brokers before I started cooperating with InstaForex. I have been working with InstaForex for some time and I make much money.
InstaForex broker provides perfect trading conditions, withdrawals and deposits, plus bonuses – and I appreciate it.
Work with InstaForex and earn money! I wish good luck to everyone and let the trend will always be by your side!
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Valery Trubitzyn, Trader


I got to know the company two years ago. I really like InstaForex coaches because they tell simply about mistakes and share their own trading experience.
May all raise good profit!
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Denis Nedashnovskiy, Ukraine. Customs broker


InstaForex Company is a professional broker on Forex market. I would like to mention a professional approach to law issues and a high-quality work of employees, who create maximally convenient conditions for traders' work. Good luck to you!
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Rastislav Liscak, from Bratislava. Trader


The best service is ForexCopy. I haven't found a better opportunity to copy successful traders. Affiliate program is also great.
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Aleksandr Shavkal, Ukraine. Trader


My name’s Aleksandr Shavkal. I’ve been dealing with Forex trading for almost 6 years. I got to know InstaForex 2 years ago. Until then, I had not been able to find such a broker that would meet my requirements. Personally I was tempted by low InstaForex spreads, the lack of slippage and swaps, the minimal requote as well as the easy-to-understand and user-friendly website. The ShowFx exhibition revealed what sociable and helpful personnel work for InstaForex. A special thanks for bonuses and discounts.
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Stanislav Plyuvachenko, Ukraine. Entrepreneur


I have worked with InstaForex for over six months. During this period I have already managed to estimate numerous possibilities which the company offers. The main plus of the company is its dynamics, as InstaForex launches new up-to-date services. I also like the official website which is very informative. To my mind, quick opening and closing of orders is a very significant positive feature. Moreover, bonus program by InstaForex is very important too. The Support Department is always quick and provides correct assistance. The company has modern offices that are well-equipped. The managers of the office are communicative, professional and optimistic. I would also draw attention to advanced analytical reviews on the website of the company and webinars, which are held regularly.
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Corey Ward, Gibraltar. Information Security Specialist


I have been dealing with InstaForex for 2 years already so I can see how the company developes. New services emerge permanently, as well as interesting contests, innovation services, the company does not stand still, it evolves, corrects the faults, improving day by day. I really appreciate the deposit bonuses which take not too long to be accrued. As my specialization is security, I would like to point out account protection by means of sms-passwords. With this service I'm sure that nobody except me can withdraw money from the account. Well, in general, there is a quite comfortable interface of the website and private cabinet - everything is done for your convenience. It should be noticed that InstaForex pays a particular attention to each client and his problems. The employees are always polite, always ready to help and I'm very grateful for that.
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Viktor Svizev, Trader


On instaforex.com I like the following:
It is possible to transfer funds from one deposit account to another at the same company without a commission;
There are numerous currency pairs and other trading instruments;
It is possible to open an account without a spread and swaps.
I was able to appreciate the convenience of the available services and opportunities. I am going to deal definitely with InstaForex.
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EDWIN MALAYSIA. WEB DESIGNER


I began trading on Forex when I was a student, though I discovered InstaForex a bit later. Thanks to this I had the opportunity to compare and appreciate the work of my present broker. First of all InstaForex really provides the wide range of trading instruments and services. The company gives the opportunity to its traders to trade with futures and this is a real advantage. That is why this is InstaForex that I recommend to my friends!
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Lyudmila Ivanets, Ukraine. Trader


It’s not the first time I’m visiting financial expos and I’m not new on Forex. I learned stock trading, cooperated with numerous companies, but my choice fell on InstaForex. The company offers beneficial terms of trade. Now I’m actively gaining knowledge about the ForexCopy system, which expands the trading horizons and helps to try out new strategies. Thanks a lot for the exhibition and the performances made by the analysts. In 2012 I visited similar exposition in Moscow and really enjoyed interesting performances of the analysts from the USA. They have also given useful pieces of advice.
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Alexander Reichel, Germany. Web-designer


I have recently discovered InstaForex Company, my friend told me about it. The responses were very good as well as that information which I have get about the broker. So, since recently I trade with InstaForex. It seems that this broker gives the best conditions for newcomers. In particular, these microaccounts and minimal lot of 100 USD which allows to minimize the risks. I like the contests on demo-accounts - it is very exciting, I can win money for my real account. I hope our cooperation will be fruitful.
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Samantha Reed, Ireland. Workflow Manager


I work more than a year with InstaForex international broker and still everything suits me well. There are no problems with quotations, account funding, funds withdrawal as it was with another broker company. Aside from this, you can get bonuses for account replenishment. For example, I always use 30% bonus, it is really beneficial without deception. You can fund your account by all possible ways: through bank, through Internet, by means of credit card, cash. It is very comfortable, as you never know where you will be on business and when it will be necessary to deposit account. In general, everything is really made for the traders' benefit, for their comfortable and successful activity. So I'm very satisfied with this broker!
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Nikolai Naiduk, Ukraine. Trader


InstaForex is my choice. Why? Firstly, it’s fixed spread, secondly, quick order execution. Thirdly, great selection of trading instruments. And finally, great reward system: raffles, contests, and promo campaigns you always willing to partake in.
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Sergey Panus Ukraine, entrepreneur


I have co-operated with InstaForex since February 2011. I chose it for top-quality services, for personal approach, and fast withdrawals and deposits to and from the account. I was very pleased by the leverage which is from 1:1000 and, of course, by various contests. I try to visit all exhibitions where InstaForex takes part in order to communicate with the representatives of the company in person and find out the recent news as well as to get consulted. I have been to three exhibitions of the kind in Kiev already.
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Valeriy Maskaltsov, trader


I think InstaForex is a solid broker, the rest depends on you. Everything is at a high level...
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Andrey Trofimov Ukraine, entrepreneur


I have been working with InstaForex for one year already. I am on Forex since 1995, so a 17-year experience allows me to be sure while confirming that the professional level of the company is fully agreeable with the today’s requirements of a currency market trader.
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Igor Belov, Trader


I have been aware of InstaForex for a year and half since I started listening to webinars by Sergey Belyayev. It is nice that the conference took place in Yekaterinburg. I was able to get to know in person the company’s coaches and ask them any questions. Besides, I am very pleased with interesting contests and great prizes!
I would like the company to turn its careful attention to the Ural region and hold such meetings on a regular basis.
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Kristin Helms, Czech Republic. Court Usher


I was cautious choosing the broker and was choosing among different companies. InstaForex is a well-established broker which strictly follows its work rules and always meets the needs of its clients. The company provides the best approach to traders and opens up good relations with each of them. I like the absolute transparency of this broker and readiness to solve any problems of the client. Aside from this, InstaForex provides technical safety at bank level - my account is secured and I can be sure that nobody uses my funds or personal data.
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Igor, trader


Hello! I’d like to thank the InstaForex Teacher team, particularly Tatiana, for the training they’ve provided. It was very helpful for me as a beginner at InstaForex. I was looking for basic but comprehensive information about working with the platform. Special thanks to Tatiana for explaining the material and being so attentive to beginners. Thank you!
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Sergei Simonov, Latvia. Trader


I heard about InstaForex from the users of MT5.com portal. In order to get more information about the company, I decided to visit the website of InstaForex broker. There was a lot of interesting information presented; terms of trade, bonuses, and contests excited me as well. I trusted in the company, as the broker was established in 2007. It also was awarded various prizes. These facts inspired me to open a trading account, particularly with this company. Having worked with the broker for some time, I noted that services provided by the broker and the work of support services exceeded my expectations. That is why it is great pleasure to trade and make profit. I plan to continue doing so in the future.
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MOHD NUR ORGAN SINGAPORE. TRADER


For six months of working with InstaForex I can say that this broker has never failed me. First of all I would like to mention especially such competitive advantage of the company as bonus programs. I do not know other brokers that provide such big bonuses. InstaForex is particularly known for its reliable staff: employees are always ready to explain clearly and patiently all the details of each service and give a good advice. I like that I can see my statistics concerning the work I have done. I would like to thank everyone who develops the company and makes traders’ life easier.
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Vladimir Vasilenko, Ukraine. Entrepreneur


I do work and will work only with InstaForex Company. I like all of it. Above all, I'm imposed upon respectful attitude of the company to clients, it is felt across the board: from a wide range of functions in Client Cabinet to 24-hour technical support. I like that you withdraw funds almost momentary through WebMoney. Great thanks to InstaForex staff for that. I also appreciate the speed of orders opening, because sometimes everything depends on a few seconds. Recently, I have registered as a PAMM-trader and PAMM-partner, it suits me well. Very beneficial conditions, high commissions, a big choice of banners and informers. I'm sure that company will surprise its clients. I would like to wish InstaForex a great success!
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Sagyndyk Bleuten, Kazakhstan. Student and trader


InstaForex Company has the advantage of analytical articles presented by professional analysts – and I use it to my advantage. In comparison with other well-known broker companies, InstaForex does not try to lead traders astray. The company provides first-class services.
The Support Department works efficiently. Moreover, InstaForex broker arranges a lot of campaigns and contests both for newcomers and professional traders.
In my opinion, InstaForex is the most vibrant company on Forex due to flexible policy and high-quality services.
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Kaisa Pesonen, Finland. Financial Consultant


In 2009 I opened account with InstaForex and I'm satisfied till now. I appreciate my broker for rational spreads, comfortable trading conditions, fast deals implementation and momentary respond to any requests. I think that to this day InstaForex Company is the best one by all parameters. I'm ready to recommend this broker to the newcomers making their first steps on Forex and experienced traders which can open new opportunities with InstaForex.
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Vasiliy Koval, Ukraine. Electric locomotive operator


I have worked with InstaForex for a year. To my mind, this company is one of the most progressive and fast developing companies on the market of brokerage services today. First and foremost, I am impressed by high rate of clients' assistance, which is worth corresponding assessments, by bonuses, and a wide range of contests and campaigns. InstaForex is a reliable broker providing high level of services. InstaForex, keep on moving forward!
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Vasiliy Lutsak Ukraine. Trader


I’ve been trading with InstaForex Company for more than 18 months. I appreciate the low leverage available for trading and instant execution of orders. I wish everybody success and good health!
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Omar Aizzat SINGAPORE. TRADER


I work with InstaForex for more than a year and I think that it was my luck and it is not only because of the various contests but also because the company offers a good spread and 1:1000 leverage enabling you to trade with quite small initial capital. The company always provides new services to its clients benefit and creates some services by itself, so we can see that people do their job properly. A first-class service is the priority of the company. I know very well that the employees will pay due attention to my problems and deal with them in the shortest term. In general, it is very convenient to be a client of InstaForex company.
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Ivan Prokopyev, trader


I’ve started working with the company two months ago and I’ve never regretted it! There is all you need: great service, quality analytical reviews, and a responsive team. Besides, the company offers gainful bonuses, contests and campaigns to try your luck at. I think that’s great. I’ve never faced any difficulties with money withdrawal so far. No problem at all! I hope for our further fruitful cooperation!
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Sergey Shchebletov, trader


I’ve joined InstaForex relatively recently. But for this few months, I’ve learnt a lot, I’ve attended many webinars. Besides, I got to know how to predict future price movements and analyze the current situation in the market. Now I recommend InstaForex to all my friends. Thank you, InstaForex!






All reviews 
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Yury Romanovich, Engineer


InstaForex has always been involved in teaching its clients. There are always excellent webinars and reviews by InstaForex analysts on the website. I am going to keep on cooperating with InstaForex.
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Aleksandr Misnik Ukraine. Programmer


I am completely satisfied with the services provided by InstaForex Company. The trading platform performs correctly; both opening and closing orders are executed immediately. I’ve been trading with InstaForex Company since July 2012. I’ve done a training course which helped me a lot with my trade on the Forex market. Whatever problems I had, I could always rely on the company’s professional support and prompt assistance.
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Andars Lazo, Bulgaria. Technologist


As everywhere, in trading it is always necessary to improve yourself. If you want to earn steadily on Forex - look for new ways of getting skills and knowledge. InstaForex - is the company investing in its clients. It runs educational courses and open seminars, provides the traders with a wide library of education materials and video-lessons. I'm a participant of InstaForex education projects, I actively communicate with other traders on MT5.com forum.
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Sergey Gorbachev, Trader


I’ve worked with InstaForex since 2013. The company leaves a very good impression. Any time I have a problem, the company’s team provides me with the most professional support. I look on InstaForex as the best broker, because it offers excellent products and handy services on the financial market.
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Yury Kladukov, Trader


I was right to choose InstaForex when I came on the financial market as a trader. I consider regular webinars as very helpful. InstaForex personnel and technical support service are really friendly.
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Nina Chadova, Kazakhstan. Trader


I have been working with InstaForex since 2012. This year I took an educational course. I'd like to note that the company's managers regard educational courses seriously and attentively; they try to explain every aspect and organize individual lessons. The company arranges regularly a lot of contests, there are benefits and bonuses. I like to be with InstaForex Kazakhstan.
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Oleg Osiptsev, Russia. Research Officer


In my opinion, it is no wonder that InstaForex takes the leading positions by a range of its current characteristics. None of brokers offers such generous bonuses and contests. I regularly take part in the company's contests - this is a great opportunity to practice, try new strategies and instruments without risks and with a possibility to get a good sum of money to your account in case of winning. I advise to take part in rebate projects by InstaForex allowing to return the part of spread. I have been trading with InstaForex for 3 years already because it is beneficial and reliable.
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Aleksey, Trader


I’d like to emphasize the great functionality of Client Cabinet, the smoothly running PAMM and ForexCopy systems, the best affiliate program, and 24-hour online support.
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Andrey Bondarev, Trader


I’ve been cooperating with InstaForex since 2013. I started trading on a real account, and it was successful. I always get immediate assistance in case I have any questions about my account or trading platform. There is a lot of useful information on the company’s website.
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Adams Peters, Latvia. Marketing Manager


I have got a very pleasant impression from the company. A wide choice of trading instruments, non-standard lot of $10,000, high speed of orders execution - that's what I appreciate in InstaForex. In addition to that, there is a good analytics on the website, InstaTV, RSS-feeds. All these services together with many others from InstaForex save time and allow organizing the work with maximal comfort and effectiveness. That is of high importance for trading. And certainly, I should mention the technical support of the company's employees. A couple of times there were some issues, I called, and very polite and competent ladies answered me helping to handle all challenges fast. It's great when you can rely on help at any time.
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Jurijs Petrakovs, Trader


My work with InstaForex began in 2008. I appreciate that InstaForex keeps up-to-date to provide its traders with the best services such as mobile apps and transferring money between trading accounts. The company has very good products and offers for web-designers. InstaForex is indeed the only company providing quotes API, news, statistics on opened trades, and other services for free. This is a very great advantage. They always provide friendly assistance on any problem you have. The company gives a bunch of opportunities for your professional growth as a trader, the rest depends only on you.
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Konstantin Geronimus, Ukraine. Trader


I’ve started trading on Forex with InstaForex recently. But I’ve already evaluated the quality and comfort of its services. Instant execution, low spread and support of high quality are the main features. I’ve been trading for more than a year in total. I prefer medium-term trading and the company’s trading terms allow me to leave my positions open for a long time. I really like 13% interest rate - every bit counts, isn’t it? Thank you.
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Roman Novotny, from Bratislava. Trader


What I like the most is partnership program. I also think that several withdrawal and deposit options is a big advantage for traders.
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Yvonne Chiu, Taiwan. Hotel Clerk 


Impressions from cooperating with InstaForex are exclusively favorable. A perfect service and reliable capital protection, beneficial offers, fast trades execution, perfect support service - by these and other parameters I do not see any rivals for InstaForex. Recently, I have tried to work in the PAMM-system. I've easily found an experienced trader with high profit level and invested funds in his account. The invested money brought a great profit! PAMM-system by InstaForex differs by its convenience and effectiveness. I hope to rise to a managing trader someday with InstaForex!
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Chen Yan, China. Development Manager


To my mind, InstaForex Company is really one of the best brokers in Asia. I like the website where you can find everything the broker offers. In details about each service, a lot of useful information about the company, what makes it tick. And the partnership program sections, technical support, forums are sorted over separate websites. And it becomes clear what the scale of the done work was. It means that people do their job, the company develops. As for me, a well-set permanently up-dated website is the best proof of company's attitude to its clients and brokerage services quality. The most sections of InstaForex website are modernized constantly. There are even a few RSS-feeds that is self-explanatory.
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Sergey Usanov Ukraine. System Administrator


I started trading on Forex in summer 2011. InstaForex Company was my first broker to guide me in the currency market. I was very pleased with the attitude of its staff and their in-depth answers to all my questions. What is more, I was nicely surprised by the immediate execution of orders, withdrawals and deposits. InstaForex Company also provides an opportunity to take part in webinars on any topic you’re interested in. While communicating with other traders and discussing different questions, I can develop my trading skills and keep in touch with people with the same interests. A huge advantage is the chance to participate in exhibitions with various seminars providing not only first-hand information but also active learning and development.
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Vasiliy Lutzak, Ukraine. Trader


I’m Vasiliy Lutzak. I’ve been working as a trader cooperating with InstaForex for over three years. In the meantime, InstaForex showed itself to good advantage. For example, I really like nice bonuses on trading accounts that the company makes available to its clients. Besides, I approve interesting contests. I’d like to wish InstaForex prosperity and long years of successful performance.
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Andrey Dyadin Ukraine, entrepreneur


I have been trading with InstaForex for 18 months. The broker knocked me down by the speed of orders’ execution, i.e. by the lack of slippages. Of course, there occur negligible lags, but only on the crazy market. The funds are deposited and withdrawn very fast; all questions are solved instantly as well. Moreover, I would love to mention that education in InstaForex taught me much and I liked the tutor Vitamir, who is the partner of the company. His courses helped me to learn the secrets of trading, and InstaForex Company allowed to apply the received knowledge in practice. I love to take part in the campaigns held by the company. The fact that they are carried out professionally and transparently is the example of qualitative and honest contests’ arrangements.
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Nauris Vasjurins, Latvia. Trader


My name is Nauris Vasjurins. My friends told me about InstaForex. I like competitive spreads, the possibility to open swap-free accounts, and ForexCopy system.
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Sergey Krupenko, Ukraine. Entrepreneur


I want to share my opinion regarding InstaForex Company. For a few years of my experience on currency market I changed about 10 different dealing centers. Some of them had profitable conditions for trading, others executed orders very fast, but none of them owned all features for full-scale and stable trade (judging by functionality and possibility to withdraw your profit with no problems). Until I found out about InstaForex I was looking for hidden rocks always, which as a rule, every dealing center has. And to my great surprise I did not find any minuses. The trading conditions, the fast reaction of support service, bonuses, privileges, and what is most significant - trust of numerous traders gained for years, all this makes this broker number one. Finally, I finished my searches and now I am with InstaForex.
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Peter Gabas, from Nitra. Trader


I like InstaForex cause its allowed leverage is up to 1:1000. Also, it's perfect that you don't need a big deposit for trading and the minimum is 1 USD. It's great that you can have several accounts as well!
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Sergey Yatzrota, Ukraine. Trader


I’ve started my cooperation with InstaForex recently. I was interested in educational materials that InstaForex provides to all novice traders on the forex market. Moreover, the company suggests good credit terms. The exhibition ShowFx World enables new traders to extend their capabilities and also get to know the experience of long-term customers. Such events prove the company’s market leadership. 
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Mukhtar Tulepenbergenov, Kazakhstan. Trader


I have been working with InstaForex Company since 2010. I am very satisfied with the services and conditions for trading. I am very pleased with bonuses.
Moreover, InstaForex Company provides various contests on demo accounts to its clients. Such contests give a chance to start trading on Forex without deposits.
Withdrawals and deposits work perfectly. I use InstaForex card and withdraw money and I cannot complain. I wish InstaForex Company a flourishing business and big growth.
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Ruslan Tarasenko, Ukraine. Consultant in Geo-informational systems


InstaForex surprises by its innovative approach. The warmth of attitude to each trader, ability to react fast to the questions which arise, rapid development of additional services inevitably puts the company to the leader line on Forex market. Today InstaForex is ahead of many brokers on the trading services market. Moreover, it is oriented to the market of CIS countries what is most agreeable to me, and what allows to name InstaForex one among few.
I can be really very emotional giving my attitude towards the company, but this only underlines the ability of the company to impress.
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MOHABI SINGAPORE. TRADER


I have been working with InstaForex about a year and I can say only good things about this broker that proved to be reliable. Most of all I like that, despite my poor English it is very easy to talk to the employees of technical support, as they always maintain respectful communication. InstaForex is an open company that provides the comprehensive information to everyone: you can simply visit the official website. Also you can find a lot of educational materials on the site as, for example, video lessons on working with the terminal. I am a gambler and that is why I like InstaForex contests very much as I can win a monetary reward.
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Darico Baiarstanova, Kazakhstan. Trader


I have been working with InstaForex for about a year. I got to know about the company through the commercial in Econom newspaper. I decided to visit introductory lecture and opened a trading account. I liked coherent and collaborative work of the office. I would like to point at speedy execution of orders and a very good customer support service, as well as perfect system of welcome bonuses and convenience at work with website. To be honest, I have not worked seriously on Forex, but now after ShowfxWorld exhibition I am sure that work with InstaForex will be a top priority for me and it will help me to reach success and prosperity. I would like the company would organize club days more often.
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Steven Krejci, Republic of South Africa. Engineer


I think that broker company and its friendly team know their business. I like the service. Very civilized and attentive personnel ready to help any time. By Internet or by phone - they will always listen to you, explain everything in details and tackle your problem. And you can also order a free call to your phone and at a specified time the operator will call you back, go into question and help to solve it. Well to my mind, InstaForex offers quite good conditions for trading. Besides, the website design is very nice too. Everything is simple and comprehensible. That is why I like working with InstaForex Company.
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Medet Mezbaev, Kazakhstan. Trader


I have been trading on Forex for nearly two years. I like working and to be independent, that is why I chose Forex.
I had changed several brokers before I started cooperating with InstaForex. I have been working with InstaForex for some time and I make much money.
InstaForex broker provides perfect trading conditions, withdrawals and deposits, plus bonuses – and I appreciate it.
Work with InstaForex and earn money! I wish good luck to everyone and let the trend will always be by your side!
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Valery Trubitzyn, Trader


I got to know the company two years ago. I really like InstaForex coaches because they tell simply about mistakes and share their own trading experience.
May all raise good profit!
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Denis Nedashnovskiy, Ukraine. Customs broker


InstaForex Company is a professional broker on Forex market. I would like to mention a professional approach to law issues and a high-quality work of employees, who create maximally convenient conditions for traders' work. Good luck to you!
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Rastislav Liscak, from Bratislava. Trader


The best service is ForexCopy. I haven't found a better opportunity to copy successful traders. Affiliate program is also great.
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Aleksandr Shavkal, Ukraine. Trader


My name’s Aleksandr Shavkal. I’ve been dealing with Forex trading for almost 6 years. I got to know InstaForex 2 years ago. Until then, I had not been able to find such a broker that would meet my requirements. Personally I was tempted by low InstaForex spreads, the lack of slippage and swaps, the minimal requote as well as the easy-to-understand and user-friendly website. The ShowFx exhibition revealed what sociable and helpful personnel work for InstaForex. A special thanks for bonuses and discounts.
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Stanislav Plyuvachenko, Ukraine. Entrepreneur


I have worked with InstaForex for over six months. During this period I have already managed to estimate numerous possibilities which the company offers. The main plus of the company is its dynamics, as InstaForex launches new up-to-date services. I also like the official website which is very informative. To my mind, quick opening and closing of orders is a very significant positive feature. Moreover, bonus program by InstaForex is very important too. The Support Department is always quick and provides correct assistance. The company has modern offices that are well-equipped. The managers of the office are communicative, professional and optimistic. I would also draw attention to advanced analytical reviews on the website of the company and webinars, which are held regularly.
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Corey Ward, Gibraltar. Information Security Specialist


I have been dealing with InstaForex for 2 years already so I can see how the company developes. New services emerge permanently, as well as interesting contests, innovation services, the company does not stand still, it evolves, corrects the faults, improving day by day. I really appreciate the deposit bonuses which take not too long to be accrued. As my specialization is security, I would like to point out account protection by means of sms-passwords. With this service I'm sure that nobody except me can withdraw money from the account. Well, in general, there is a quite comfortable interface of the website and private cabinet - everything is done for your convenience. It should be noticed that InstaForex pays a particular attention to each client and his problems. The employees are always polite, always ready to help and I'm very grateful for that.
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Viktor Svizev, Trader


On instaforex.com I like the following:
It is possible to transfer funds from one deposit account to another at the same company without a commission;
There are numerous currency pairs and other trading instruments;
It is possible to open an account without a spread and swaps.
I was able to appreciate the convenience of the available services and opportunities. I am going to deal definitely with InstaForex.
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EDWIN MALAYSIA. WEB DESIGNER


I began trading on Forex when I was a student, though I discovered InstaForex a bit later. Thanks to this I had the opportunity to compare and appreciate the work of my present broker. First of all InstaForex really provides the wide range of trading instruments and services. The company gives the opportunity to its traders to trade with futures and this is a real advantage. That is why this is InstaForex that I recommend to my friends!
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Lyudmila Ivanets, Ukraine. Trader


It’s not the first time I’m visiting financial expos and I’m not new on Forex. I learned stock trading, cooperated with numerous companies, but my choice fell on InstaForex. The company offers beneficial terms of trade. Now I’m actively gaining knowledge about the ForexCopy system, which expands the trading horizons and helps to try out new strategies. Thanks a lot for the exhibition and the performances made by the analysts. In 2012 I visited similar exposition in Moscow and really enjoyed interesting performances of the analysts from the USA. They have also given useful pieces of advice.
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Alexander Reichel, Germany. Web-designer


I have recently discovered InstaForex Company, my friend told me about it. The responses were very good as well as that information which I have get about the broker. So, since recently I trade with InstaForex. It seems that this broker gives the best conditions for newcomers. In particular, these microaccounts and minimal lot of 100 USD which allows to minimize the risks. I like the contests on demo-accounts - it is very exciting, I can win money for my real account. I hope our cooperation will be fruitful.
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Samantha Reed, Ireland. Workflow Manager


I work more than a year with InstaForex international broker and still everything suits me well. There are no problems with quotations, account funding, funds withdrawal as it was with another broker company. Aside from this, you can get bonuses for account replenishment. For example, I always use 30% bonus, it is really beneficial without deception. You can fund your account by all possible ways: through bank, through Internet, by means of credit card, cash. It is very comfortable, as you never know where you will be on business and when it will be necessary to deposit account. In general, everything is really made for the traders' benefit, for their comfortable and successful activity. So I'm very satisfied with this broker!
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Nikolai Naiduk, Ukraine. Trader


InstaForex is my choice. Why? Firstly, it’s fixed spread, secondly, quick order execution. Thirdly, great selection of trading instruments. And finally, great reward system: raffles, contests, and promo campaigns you always willing to partake in.
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Sergey Panus Ukraine, entrepreneur


I have co-operated with InstaForex since February 2011. I chose it for top-quality services, for personal approach, and fast withdrawals and deposits to and from the account. I was very pleased by the leverage which is from 1:1000 and, of course, by various contests. I try to visit all exhibitions where InstaForex takes part in order to communicate with the representatives of the company in person and find out the recent news as well as to get consulted. I have been to three exhibitions of the kind in Kiev already.
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Valeriy Maskaltsov, trader


I think InstaForex is a solid broker, the rest depends on you. Everything is at a high level...
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Andrey Trofimov Ukraine, entrepreneur


I have been working with InstaForex for one year already. I am on Forex since 1995, so a 17-year experience allows me to be sure while confirming that the professional level of the company is fully agreeable with the today’s requirements of a currency market trader.
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Igor Belov, Trader


I have been aware of InstaForex for a year and half since I started listening to webinars by Sergey Belyayev. It is nice that the conference took place in Yekaterinburg. I was able to get to know in person the company’s coaches and ask them any questions. Besides, I am very pleased with interesting contests and great prizes!
I would like the company to turn its careful attention to the Ural region and hold such meetings on a regular basis.
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Kristin Helms, Czech Republic. Court Usher


I was cautious choosing the broker and was choosing among different companies. InstaForex is a well-established broker which strictly follows its work rules and always meets the needs of its clients. The company provides the best approach to traders and opens up good relations with each of them. I like the absolute transparency of this broker and readiness to solve any problems of the client. Aside from this, InstaForex provides technical safety at bank level - my account is secured and I can be sure that nobody uses my funds or personal data.
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Igor, trader


Hello! I’d like to thank the InstaForex Teacher team, particularly Tatiana, for the training they’ve provided. It was very helpful for me as a beginner at InstaForex. I was looking for basic but comprehensive information about working with the platform. Special thanks to Tatiana for explaining the material and being so attentive to beginners. Thank you!
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Sergei Simonov, Latvia. Trader


I heard about InstaForex from the users of MT5.com portal. In order to get more information about the company, I decided to visit the website of InstaForex broker. There was a lot of interesting information presented; terms of trade, bonuses, and contests excited me as well. I trusted in the company, as the broker was established in 2007. It also was awarded various prizes. These facts inspired me to open a trading account, particularly with this company. Having worked with the broker for some time, I noted that services provided by the broker and the work of support services exceeded my expectations. That is why it is great pleasure to trade and make profit. I plan to continue doing so in the future.
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MOHD NUR ORGAN SINGAPORE. TRADER


For six months of working with InstaForex I can say that this broker has never failed me. First of all I would like to mention especially such competitive advantage of the company as bonus programs. I do not know other brokers that provide such big bonuses. InstaForex is particularly known for its reliable staff: employees are always ready to explain clearly and patiently all the details of each service and give a good advice. I like that I can see my statistics concerning the work I have done. I would like to thank everyone who develops the company and makes traders’ life easier.
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Vladimir Vasilenko, Ukraine. Entrepreneur


I do work and will work only with InstaForex Company. I like all of it. Above all, I'm imposed upon respectful attitude of the company to clients, it is felt across the board: from a wide range of functions in Client Cabinet to 24-hour technical support. I like that you withdraw funds almost momentary through WebMoney. Great thanks to InstaForex staff for that. I also appreciate the speed of orders opening, because sometimes everything depends on a few seconds. Recently, I have registered as a PAMM-trader and PAMM-partner, it suits me well. Very beneficial conditions, high commissions, a big choice of banners and informers. I'm sure that company will surprise its clients. I would like to wish InstaForex a great success!
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Sagyndyk Bleuten, Kazakhstan. Student and trader


InstaForex Company has the advantage of analytical articles presented by professional analysts – and I use it to my advantage. In comparison with other well-known broker companies, InstaForex does not try to lead traders astray. The company provides first-class services.
The Support Department works efficiently. Moreover, InstaForex broker arranges a lot of campaigns and contests both for newcomers and professional traders.
In my opinion, InstaForex is the most vibrant company on Forex due to flexible policy and high-quality services.
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Kaisa Pesonen, Finland. Financial Consultant


In 2009 I opened account with InstaForex and I'm satisfied till now. I appreciate my broker for rational spreads, comfortable trading conditions, fast deals implementation and momentary respond to any requests. I think that to this day InstaForex Company is the best one by all parameters. I'm ready to recommend this broker to the newcomers making their first steps on Forex and experienced traders which can open new opportunities with InstaForex.
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Vasiliy Koval, Ukraine. Electric locomotive operator


I have worked with InstaForex for a year. To my mind, this company is one of the most progressive and fast developing companies on the market of brokerage services today. First and foremost, I am impressed by high rate of clients' assistance, which is worth corresponding assessments, by bonuses, and a wide range of contests and campaigns. InstaForex is a reliable broker providing high level of services. InstaForex, keep on moving forward!
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Vasiliy Lutsak Ukraine. Trader


I’ve been trading with InstaForex Company for more than 18 months. I appreciate the low leverage available for trading and instant execution of orders. I wish everybody success and good health!
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Omar Aizzat SINGAPORE. TRADER


I work with InstaForex for more than a year and I think that it was my luck and it is not only because of the various contests but also because the company offers a good spread and 1:1000 leverage enabling you to trade with quite small initial capital. The company always provides new services to its clients benefit and creates some services by itself, so we can see that people do their job properly. A first-class service is the priority of the company. I know very well that the employees will pay due attention to my problems and deal with them in the shortest term. In general, it is very convenient to be a client of InstaForex company.
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Ivan Prokopyev, trader


I’ve started working with the company two months ago and I’ve never regretted it! There is all you need: great service, quality analytical reviews, and a responsive team. Besides, the company offers gainful bonuses, contests and campaigns to try your luck at. I think that’s great. I’ve never faced any difficulties with money withdrawal so far. No problem at all! I hope for our further fruitful cooperation!
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Sergey Shchebletov, trader


I’ve joined InstaForex relatively recently. But for this few months, I’ve learnt a lot, I’ve attended many webinars. Besides, I got to know how to predict future price movements and analyze the current situation in the market. Now I recommend InstaForex to all my friends. Thank you, InstaForex!
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